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U.S. Market Access Series: 
Why is it worth your time?
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➢ Access is the most important factor of success in the U.S. market

➢ Access can no longer be a commercial imperative but also must be a research and 
development imperative

– Target Product Profiles should include the probability of technical, regulatory, and access success

➢ A detailed understanding of the evolving U.S. marketplace is needed as an input to research 
and development plans as early as Phase 1

– Key decisions include: indication order, indication breadth, payer mix, route of administration, expected 
population size, key comparators, and expected list + net pricing

– This understanding must include a point of view for what the access environment will be at the time of 
launch

➢ Failure to properly account for access nuances early will result in access issues at launch that 
may be impossible to overcome



U.S Market Access Series:  
Overview 
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Part 1- The Foundation:  Providing the basics of government and 
commercial coverage, reimbursement and pricing to set the 
framework for your market access strategy 

Part 2 - Making it Real:  Applying that framework to hypothetical 
molecules to see how the framework can highlight early stage actions 
to manage risk and better position the product for commercial success

Part 3 - Future-Proofing:  How to prepare for an evolving 
market access environment increasingly focused on value



Part 2:  Making It Real 
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➢ The Company and Product A

➢ VC Investor Considerations

➢ Preparing for Investment, Approval, and Commercialization

➢ Preparing to Go It Alone

➢ Questions? 



Company Profile
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➢ Pre-clinical company

➢ Has identified a lead candidate drug called “Product A” 

➢ Expects to file IND application for Product A in six or seven 
months  

➢ Has raised US$30m in financing to date

➢ Projects that it will require US$50m to get through Phase I 
clinical trials
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Indication Rare 
Disease A

Rare 
Disease B

Rare 
Disease C

Broad Indication

Dosing

Weight-based dosing Lower, fixed dose

Physician-administered infusion
with single vial size

Sub-cutaneous injection with 
autoinjector/PFS

Pricing $350K/year - similar to other rare 
diseases

$50K/year - to be competitive on WAC vs. 
big pharma with a similar (but less 

convenient) product

Competition Limited Several big pharmas market drugs in this 
indication; A is expected to have higher 

efficacy and be more convenient

Regulatory 
approach

If clinical trials are successful, the company plans to submit one NDA for both 
products and aims to seek approval for a different brand name for the broader 

indication

Company expectations 
about Product A



VC Investor Considerations
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HOW 

UNDERSTANDABLE 

(PERCEIVABLE) 

THIS ALL IS

SIMPLER IS BETTER

OR ELSE TOO FEW INVESTORS 

WILL UNDERSTAND AND RAISING 

MONEY WILL BE HARDER 

HIGHER IS BETTER

PROBABILITY OF 

SUCCESS

WHAT IT’S WORTH 

IF IT WORKS

HIGHER IS BETTER

HOW MUCH TIME (T) AND MONEY ($) 

IT WILL TAKE TO CREATE VALUE

LESS MONEY IS BETTERLESS TIME IS BETTER



Planning for VC Investment
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Deep Due Diligence Dive Data Room/Documentation

Target Product Profile FDA Road Map

Commercial Viability/Market Pricing “Go it alone” Plan



FDA Development Road Map
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➢ First Indication?

– Trial size and duration/enrollment challenges

– FDA Division

– Patent strength/Exclusivity/Breakthrough Therapy/Fast Track

➢ Follow-on indications

– Parallel tracks/Plan B

– Multiple endpoints/trial design

– Can clinical data for one indication serve as confirmatory evidence for other indications

➢ Drug-Device Combination Product

➢ Companion Diagnostic

➢ Safety issues

– Safety database large enough to characterize risks/address FDA concerns

– safety issues sufficiently addressed during clinical development/ data supporting mitigation efforts

➢ Incorporate likelihood of success of different name/application
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From Part 1—
The Four Foundational 
Questions

The four questions you should ask about every asset in your pipeline:

1. Indication Mix and Order: What indications are you studying for 

each molecule and in what order?

2. Payer Mix: What is the payer mix for each indication?

3. Dosing: What is the expected dosing for each indication?

4. Pricing: What is the pricing strategy for each indication?



Product A –
The Four Foundational 
Questions
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Indication Rare Disease A Rare Disease B Rare Disease C Broad Indication

Payer Mix

Part B

Part D

Medicaid

Commercial

Dosing

Weight-based dosing Lower, fixed dose

Physician-administered infusion
with single vial size

Sub-cutaneous injection 
with autoinjector/pre-
filled syringe

Pricing $350K/year $50K/year

Brand Name Delta Brand Name Gamma

Single NDA
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Product A— Working through 
the Foundational Questions

➢ Does the broad indication affect whether Product A is covered by Part B?

– Is the broad indication eligible for a separate billing and payment code if it has a different name?

– What about a different NDA?

➢ Does the broad indication’s pricing, for its auto-injector/pre-filled syringe, affect the Part B 
reimbursement rate for Product A’s vial, used for the rare indication?

➢ Does the broad indication and its auto-injector/pre-filled syringe, once launched, affect the 
Medicaid rebate of the vial used to treat the rare disease indications?

➢ How does the Company’s decision to compete in the broad indication market using a lower WAC 
(vs. competitors) figure into the PBM strategy?

➢ Is there a risk that rare disease patients will move to the auto-injector/PFS products to take 
advantage of the price difference?

➢ What are the pricing implications of having a single vial size for indications that require weight-
based dosing?
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Go It Alone –
Rare Disease

HOW 

UNDERSTANDABLE 

(PERCEIVABLE) 

THIS ALL IS

PROBABILITY OF 

SUCCESS

WHAT IT’S WORTH 

IF IT WORKS

HOW MUCH TIME (T) AND MONEY ($) 

IT WILL TAKE TO CREATE VALUE

Investor Thinks: 
There are several good examples of companies 
commercializing on their own in rare disease, 
especially with a product like Product A, which 
would be unconscionable to deny. 

Investor Thinks: 
You should be able to commercialize successfully 
with a small salesforce.
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Go It Alone –
Broad Indication

WHAT IT’S WORTH 

IF IT WORKS

HOW 

UNDERSTANDABLE 

(PERCEIVABLE) 

THIS ALL IS

PROBABILITY OF 

SUCCESS

HOW MUCH TIME (T) AND MONEY ($) 

IT WILL TAKE TO CREATE VALUE

Investor Thinks: 
This could be worth a lot! But commercializing on 
your own is going to be very expensive.  Will the 
data that you have before you need to raise the 
money to commercialize be so unambiguously 
value creating (if positive) that you will be able to 
raise at a much higher share price? 

Investor Thinks: 
Will you be able to make this worth a lot if you 
commercialize on your own? What barriers will 
big pharma competitors set up that will make it 
hard for you to compete (e.g., rebate walls) and 
how will you get around those? 
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A VC Investor Decides To 
Invest…But At What Value?

WIIWIIW PoS Discount Factor Dilution Factor Fair Value

X X X =

Addressable Market * Peak Penetration * 
Time on Therapy * Net Price * Valuation 

Multiple on Sales (3-5x)

OR valuation of comparable companies

Probability of achieving WIIWIIW

Discount rate based on the required rate 
of return to compensate investors for the 

time it take to get to WIIWIIW

Amount of dilution from financings 
required to get to WIIWIIW

What investors think the company should be 
worth today or in the near future

What It’s Worth If It Works

Probability of Success

Discount Factor

Fair Value



Questions?
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